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Abstract: The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is an online device that senses
and transmits medical data from users to physicians within a time interval. In,
recent years, IoMT has rapidly grown in the medical field to provide healthcare
services without physical appearance. With the use of sensors, IoMT applications
are used in healthcare management. In such applications, one of the most impor-
tant factors is data security, given that its transmission over the network may
cause obtrusion. For data security in IoMT systems, blockchain is used due to
its numerous blocks for secure data storage. In this study, Blockchain-assisted
secure data management framework (BSDMF) and Proof of Activity (PoA) pro-
tocol using malicious code detection algorithm is used in the proposed data secur-
ity for the healthcare system. The main aim is to enhance the data security over
the networks. The PoA protocol enhances high security of data from the literature
review. By replacing the malicious node from the block, the PoA can provide high
security for medical data in the blockchain. Comparison with existing systems
shows that the proposed simulation with BSD-Malicious code detection algorithm
achieves higher accuracy ratio, precision ratio, security, and efficiency and less
response time for Blockchain-enabled healthcare systems.

Keywords: Blockchain; IoMT; malicious code detection; security; secure data
management framework; data management; PoA

1 Introduction

Healthcare systems offer various services such as exhaustive clinics, emergency centers, reclamation
centers, and outpatient care [1]. Medical services are intended for public welfare, and the healthcare
system provides extra care to keep patients safe. Health organizations develop a data management system
that helps monitor information and keep patient records with increased confidentiality.
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In recent years, Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) has become widely used in the medical area. With the
help of IoMT, medical data are collected by using various sensor application services. IoMT has many
wearable sensors, health monitors that collect and transfer patient data in a secure manner [2]. IoMT has
sensor devices such as heartbeat sensors and optimizers. These sensors collect and store patient data in
blockchain-enabled systems. IoMT also reduces the treatment costs.

The IoMT systems are used to reduce the travel time and burden of patients and doctors. However,
ensuring security for patient data is difficult. Everyone is using technological devices. Cost-effective and
secured data transmission characteristics are extremely important requirements for IoMT development.
For security purposes, data are encrypted in the IOMT application due to security reasons before
transmission to the server. At the same time, clients face several problems [3]. The main cause for these
is that the service provider has to perform data computation to respond to client request. Thus, the client
must provide the server with the key to decrypt the data before performing the appropriate calculation,
affect the cloud data confidentiality.

Patient health records contain assortment of sensitive data that require security potentials. Several
intruders may modify data, hijack devices that cause threats to patient life with irrelevant decision of
physician. On the other hand, network intruders are probably obtaining access to hospital network that
causes threats to IoMT. Despite several cryptographic mechanisms, blockchain has the ability to conquer
the hindrance of traditional security issues and privacy.

Blockchain systems consists of several blocks that store the data, each block is connected with the help
of nodes, thereby providing data security. Blockchain has secured data structure that connects with blocks.
IoMT uses blockchain technology that provides security among the data. This cryptographic technique pays
secured way for data transactions and storage. The blockchain technology discards a centralized operating
structure for data security and governance. Every transaction in blockchain is cryptographically verified
by all nodes in chained blocks. Thus, the IoMT with blockchain-ensured data is highly secured in the
network [4].

Consensus algorithms are used to achieve network reliability, and provide fault-tolerant results while
performing in the applications. Such algorithm works along with various advanced fields. Security
mechanism consensus protocols are used in blockchain-enabled technology. Commonly used protocols
are Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS), Proof of Capacity, and Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET).

In this study, we use the Proof of Activity (PoA) algorithm, which is a hybrid of PoS and PoW protocols.
PoA is used for detecting malicious threats found in the data during transactions. In addition, this study uses a
downgrade mechanism along with the PoA Protocol to provide data security.

The blockchain-assisted secure data management framework (BSDMF) is mainly used for secured data
management. In this study, the roles of BSD–PoA malicious code detection algorithms are as follows.

The BSD-PoA malicious code detection algorithm improves the accessibility of data in the medical field
and helps to evaluate the data trustworthiness which is based on blockchain-enabled cloud computing network.

This approach is used for ensuring data security by using nodes.

The malicious code detection mechanism is used for detecting the irrelevant information from the
system, and thus protects the data from hackers or intrusion.

In this system, the results enhance the precision value, accuracy level, and trust values.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 consists of a brief study of existing IoMT system
and block chain. Section 3 describes the working principal of the proposed model. Section 4 evaluates the
result and provides a comparison of the different algorithms. Section 5 concludes the research and states
possible future scopes.
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2 Related Work

The healthcare system provides various services, such as clinics, emergency centers, renovation centers,
and outpatient care. In medical services, curing a disease is the most important factor and treatment is a
primary concern. The welfare of society plays a major role in healthcare management.

The system provides different resources to ensure the safety of patients’ environment. High-quality
medical care is more critical for disease prevention, integrity of all patients, and preserving wellness.
Thus, health data management involves developing a system to monitor the access to information over
the institutions [5]. Medical records collect secured patient data, testing and tracking these by using
blockchain-enabled IoMT devices. The main factor behind such devices is portability; therefore, anyone
can use the devices anytime and anywhere [6–8]. IoMT is used for medical devices and as a wireless
connectivity to people, thereby allowing access to healthcare data [9]. Such data helps in the diagnosis of
diseases via the Internet, especially during the current pandemic that affects patients worldwide.

In healthcare systems, IoMT is used for tracking patient data and to connect with the cloud servers. In the
quantitative evaluation, cloud server management measures and stores resources [10–12]. IoMT-enabled
blockchain provides the security, transfer, and protection of data through the integration. exchange, and
transfer from various healthcare devices [13]. Given the accessibility or usage of data, legal or
compliance issues occur and inadequate data protection standards are observed [14].

Blockchain is used as a secure management for data acquisition and cloud connectivity. In the IoMTand
Blockchain database, patient data are collected from sensors and stored in blocks. For blockchain safety and
security, the system uses smart contracts [15–18]. Blockchain also uses a network of computers, with a
framework composed of six layers, namely, data, networking, consensus, incentives, contract, and
application [19]. The existing blockchain model combines all transactions with individual time stamping
and cryptographic algorithms [20]. However, blockchain quality relies on strong consensus protocol that
serves as security in block creation and validation.

The consensus algorithm is a collaborative decision among blockchain nodes for the creation of new
ones. The nodes provide permission or compromise to approve trusted entities [21]. Blockchain members
negotiate to check if a transaction is valid and synchronized with known accounts. After confirmation by
a certain number of nodes, the blockchain allows the data update.

Proof of Work (PoW) mainly uses a filtering spam. The first bitcoin application achieved efficiency in
generating blocks using PoW and writing blocks in blockchain. Proof of Stake (PoS) was first implemented
by sunny for his peer coin and the number of stakes is used to adjust difficulties in mining. A high number of
stakes leads to easier block generation. Later, Larimer developed a delegated PoS (DPos) for the bitcoin
project. This DPoS performs a witness election and block generation with the specified time stamp. The
main problems in this system are inefficiency and decentralization. In addition, blockchains have higher
probability of being a witness and voting for known intruders, leasing to high chance for vulnerability
and collision attacks. As a solution, Castro (1999) introduced the Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT),
which works through the principal concept of machine replication.

Tab. 1 shows the various consensus protocols and their advantages and disadvantages.
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Table 1: Various consensus protocol

Various consensus
protocol

Pros Cons

PoA [22] Efficiency is improved by fairness Less security on the data

PoB [23] Efficiency is high Practically less possible

PoSV [24] Financial workflow is processed using
decentralized rights

More centralized process

PoUW [25] Good practical approach Less security

3 IoMT Security Enabled Blockchain Using BSD-PoA Malicious Code Detection Algorithm

3.1 Overview

Given technological progress, many improvements have been developed for the data management of
healthcare system, especially computer-based methods for users. The Blockchain-enabled IoMT provides
increased security to the data transfer. Maintenance of health data on the daily basis may provide certain
features such as new data creation, update records, and provide better security [26–40]. By using
electronic healthcare records (EHRs), the system enhances the services for both the public and patients.
EHR helps to monitor medical records; and therefore, the organization can easily collect data and
diagnose the disease. Blockchain-enabled IoMT systems are well-structured and therefore the data can be
stored and shared securely, and be updated in the blockchain with from any Hub. EHRs can also be
accessed by the user, thereby providing accessibility. Existing systems use two algorithms, BSDMF and
PoA, to detect malicious code using a downgrade mechanism that provides security among the data
records. This algorithm provides efficient data communication in blockchain network with high security
and large storage. Further improvement is achieved for both computing resources and generated stakes
using downgrade technology. The technique for malicious code detection works perfectly through early
identification of node attacks and increased security of blockchain and IoMT model. By comparison, the
proposed model of BSD-PoA using malicious code detection provides the following:

IoMT-enabled blockchain provides more secured data management for easy data accessibility in
healthcare systems.

The security, accuracy value, precision value, trust value, and ratio of response time are increased.

Verification nodes ensure that the interruption node is found and facilitates easy replacement.

This study improves the data security in healthcare systems such that the user can use the IoMT
healthcare systems with greater trust.

3.2 Architecture Model

The architecture model shows how the proposed system works with the algorithms. Fig. 1 shows the
proposed system workflow.

For data security, a network encryption technology is applied in the system. For medical institutions,
data are encrypted as an important security step, and afterwards, are decrypted by the medical authorities.

3.2.1 IoMT Devices
IoMT is an amalgamation of software applications and medical equipment. Sensors are used to collect

the user data over the network. Various wearable devices can be used for tracking the healthcare data. For
example, smart watch, wearable fitness trackers, wearable monitors, wearable blood pressure monitors,
and many biosensors are used in IoMT technology.
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3.2.2 Blockchain-Enabled IoMT System
A blockchain is a decentralized method in IoMT, which handles various issues and provides a

sophisticated environment for patients and users. The blockchain consists of several blocks, each
connected similar to linked chain. Each block carries another block’s node, and thus facilitates data
security. Encrypting data is one way to restrict intrusions. IoMT systems are widely used in the medical
management. In the context of the pandemic, visiting hospitals for checkups is a challenge. Thus, IoMT
plays a huge role in reducing travel, costs, and other affected factors. The patient can use healthcare
applications to record their problems, and with the help of Blockchain and cloud servers, the treatments
are given to the patient. In this case, the patient has to be aware of healthcare systems, pharmacists, and
professionals to contact and directly share their concerns.

Fig. 2 shows the workflow of blockchain in the healthcare systems. Data is managed with the help of
cryptography, which provides more facilities to the user for easier access to the IoMT-enabled systems.

3.2.3 Proposed BSD-PoA Malicious Code Detection Algorithm
Data accuracy in medical devices allows doctors in practices to know a patient’s history, dynamics,

previous complications, current conditions, and likely responses. In turn, patients can be treated as
quickly as possible. Academics, medical practitioners, insurance undertakings, and stock dealers use
homogeneous IoMT probability for making decisions in cases of uncertainty. Probability theory is used in
the epidemiology for health risks. The proposed system uses the probability mechanism to reduce the
risks to the data.

3.2.4 Node Selection
A blockchain node is selected based on the tasks allocated in its function. Each node has a task to

perform. In the consensus algorithm, the three types of nodes are trading, consensus, and malicious.

3.2.5 Trading Nodes
This type of node helps to perform the data transaction method.

Figure 1: Proposed architecture model
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3.2.6 Consensus Node
This node is used to perform the verification and validation of the task. In addition, consensus nodes can

help detect malicious ones.

3.2.7 Malicious Code Detection
A malicious code detection algorithm is planned to automate a static analysis that can distinguish and

classify the character of, but not run, the file itself. The system receives all the files as input data, including the
malicious code, traditional file, and supply file. In blockchain-enabled IoMT systems, the main issue is data
security, and malicious code detection algorithm is used as a solution. The algorithm detects unwanted nodes
in the blocks and removes them during transaction. Therefore, the data is more secured. Fig. 3 shows the
workflow of malicious code detection.

3.2.8 Pre-processing Step
In this step, the input file is processed by first entering the data into the model. Then, the hash values and

PE data are extracted.

Figure 2: Blockchain-enabled IoMT in the healthcare systems

Input 
Malware file

Feature 
Extraction
Hash, PE 

data

Identification 
of Malware Result 

Figure 3: Workflow of malicious code detection
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3.2.9 Hash Extraction
From the input file, the hash value is extracted to determine if the given data is a duplicate or not. The

extracted hash value is taken as a primary key, and then the result is added to the database where the duplicate
data is modified.

Pseudo code: BSD-PoA malicious code detection

Input: data collected from IoMT devices

Output: Transferring secure data without any loss

Step 1: Receives the data from IoMT device

Step 2: Stores the data in Blockchain

Step 3: Transfers the data through blockchain

Step 4: Malicious code detection

#Result Analysis#

good = con(result[good])

bad = con(result[bad])

Step 5: Final result

If good > bad

Return good

Else

Return bad

Step 6: Secures data transactions

Step 7: Reaches the destination

The above steps show the each and every step of the proposed system.

3.2.10 Basic Transaction Workflow
The basic transaction workflow of sharing healthcare data and accessing the data are shown below.

IoMT sensors are used in two categories of aggregation requests. Wearable devices automatically detect
the health issues in the body within a daily time period. Fig. 4 shows the basic transaction workflow of
medical data.

4 Result Evaluation

The simulation results show the overall performance of the proposed system BSD-PoA malicious code
detection algorithm. In this proposed system, several evaluation metrics are analyzed. Accuracy of the task,
response time, and trust value of the tasks are verified using the algorithm. By using the consensus algorithm
with BSDMF, three parameters are determined, namely, fault tolerance, efficiency, and probability. The
proposed model collects the wearable and IoMT applications healthcare data. Tab. 2 shows the simulation
parameters of the healthcare management using the proposed system.

The simulation parameters and the metrics used in the proposed systems are also discussed.
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4.1 Accuracy Ratio

IoMT healthcare systems use blockchain techniques to manage data sharing. In the proposed system, the
BSD-PoA malicious code detection algorithm helps to predict the threats in many medical devices. The
blockchain-based healthcare systems improve the data quality and continuity as well as the service delivery.
IoMT-based devices allow for general treatment with great accuracy and increase the outcomes of patient care.

Figure 4: Basic transaction workflow of medical data

Table 2: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

No. of cloud service providers 30

No. of patients 150

Transactions of the data 1000 per round

Area of the simulation 500 m × 500 m

No. of IoMT devices 107050550

Response time 2–3 s

Simulation time 100 s
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Fig. 5 shows the proposed overall accuracy ratio. Compared with the existing algorithms, BSD-PoA
malicious code detection algorithm provides high accuracy ratio.

4.2 Response Latency Ratio

For a secure data exchange, the blockchain framework is used between the cloud servers and personal
servers. The proposed system minimizes the latency ratio in the processing units, thereby increasing security
and privacy between the servers.

Fig. 6 shows that the response latency ratio is lower than that of existing systems. The number of patients
with high latency time also decreases.

4.3 Ratio of Response Time

As stated earlier, the major issue in the IoMT healthcare management is data security. This problem
includes the response time, storage, efficiency, and verification of the data.

Fig. 7 shows that the response time of the proposed process is less than that of the existing system.

Figure 5: Proposed accuracy ratio

Figure 6: Response latency ratio
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4.4 Efficiency

In blockchain systems, each block is calculated using time (blockchain seconds). With the help of BS we
can calculate the efficiency

Bs = Overall time taken/overall blocks

The probability of block generation is calculated by using

pbDt ¼ ðNo: of goodnodesÞDt
�

ðTotal no: of nodesÞDt:

where the no. of good nodes denotes the good nodes generated in the blocks and Total no. of nodes denotes
the total nodes in the blockchain.

4.5 Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance is used for detecting the interruption nodes in the blockchain-enabled IoMT system.

5 Conclusion

IoMTenabled Blockchain is widely used in the healthcare management system to maintain patient data with
high security. The data are collected from wearable devices and healthcare application systems by using sensors,
and are then stored in cloud servers. In general, Blockchain provides the security to healthcare management.
However, existing systems have no well-defined data security. Comparison of BSDMF and PoA using
malicious code detection algorithm provides a high security over data transactions. The results show that the
proposed system achieves high accuracy ratio, low response time, latency ratio, fault tolerance, and high
efficiency. Malicious threats over the data are easily detected and immediately removed from the transaction.
In addition, the algorithm increases the efficiency of the nodes with the help of the probability method.

In the future, IoMTenabled blockchain methods may use various protocols for data security. In addition,
healthcare applications can be tested through actual method implementation.
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